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Abstract.This paperdescribes
measurements
in a grid-generated
turbulentflowheatedto
a uniformtemperature
gradientwhichis self-maintained.
The heatingwaskept smallsothat
the experiment
approximates
the modelof an incompressible
fluidtransporting
a passive
at-

tribute.This modelhasbeenthe subjectof previoustheoreticalstudies,whichare briefly described.The measurements
showedqualitativeagreementwith someof the hypotheses
and
resultsof the analysisgivenby Corrsin.Predictions
of the doubletemperatureand velocity-

temperature
correlations
in thefinalperiodof decayhavebeenmadein the analytical
workof
DunnandReid,but measurements
madein the initialperiodof decayaresignificantly
different. Deductionsof the Lagrangian
velocityintegralscaleand the ratio of 'eddy'to molecular
thermalconductivityare made from measurements
of the temperaturefluctuationand the
heat-transfercorrelationcoefficient.
They are comparedwith the resultsof the diffusionbehind

a line sourceexperiment
reportedby UberoiandCorrsinand alsoby Townsend.
The development of temperature
fluctuationis controlledsolelyby the relativemagnitudes
of production
and decayin this experimental
flow.The temperaturefluctuationappearsto persistin growth
in all the measurements,
and the causeseemsto be the growthof the scaleof the decaying
turbulence.

1. Introduction. In general,turbulent trans-

port may dependon all the derivativesof the
distributionof the mean of the quantity being
transported[Corrsin, 1957]. The sameis also
true of moleculartransport, but in almost all
such eases the contribution

from the first de-

rivative (the gradient) dominatesbecausethe
scale of the transport mechanism (e.g., mean
free path) is very small comparedwith scales
formed from ratios of the gradient to the higher
derivatives.

One of the

lines of research

do with an extension of this research on what

may be called uniform gradient transport. To
reducethe problemto the minimumof dynamic
complexity,the previousinvestigatorshave also
restrictedthe problem to a temperature field
that has no dynamic interaction with the basic
flow; that is, the heating is so small that buoyancy forces and change of fluid properties are
negligible. Therefore, the results of this research are applicable to the transport of any
passive attribute of the flow that obeys the
conservation equation

on turbulent

transport has adopteda flow modelwith a stipulated uniform temperature gradient throughout an infinite spaceof isotropicturbulence.In
such a simplifiedsituation the turbulent transport can depend only on the gradient of temperature, since the higher derivatives are zero
by definition.The work reported herein has to
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where r is the concentration of the attribute,
U• is the velocity of the basic flow, and Dr is
the moleculardiffusity of the attribute r. Other
than temperature, the attribute might be any
weak concentration of a second phase in the
• Based on a paper presentedat the International
flow, such as water vapor or weak ion concenSymposiumon Fundamental Problems in Turbulence and Their Relation to Geophysicssponsored tration. Although conditionsapproximating uniby the International Union of Geodesy and Geo- form gradient transport of a passive attribute
physicsand the International Union of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics, held September4-9, 1961,
in Marseilles, France.

may exist in real flows (perhapsin geophysical
situations), the dominant spirit motivating this
work is the seekingof information on a turbulent
2 Now at the Towne School of Civil and Mechanical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, transport situation in which there is the possibility of bringing together experiment and
Philadelphia.
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theory, in the hope that the basic knowledge model Corrsin took the following approach:
thus gained will serve as a foundation for Imagine that all the statisticalpropertiesof the
velocity field are known, and define'the probinvestigationinto more complexsituations.
2. Previous work on the basic model.

Corrsin

[1952] introduceda basicproblemof turbulent
transport in consideringan isotropichomogeneous incompressible
turbulent flow which was
being swept through an imaginary transverse
plane that imparted to the fluid a mean linear
temperature distribution. This mean temperature profileis maintainedas the fluid flowsalong

lem' to be the determination

of the relation of

the transport characteristicsto the known
statistical parametersof the velocity field and
the given temperature gradient. Using a (Lagrangian) 'diffusionby continuousmovements'
analysisin the manner of Taylor [1921] but in
reverse, and a combinedLagrangian-Eulerian
approach,he was able to derivesomeof the re-

because of the combination of homogeneity, lations that will be used in section 12. Two of

the important results of this work were the
demonstrationthat an asymptoticregionof heat
transfer and temperature fluctuation developed
despitethe singularheating plane, and the occurrenceof the Lagrangianintegral scalein the
place occupiedby the mixinglength in the trature along a mean streamlineis not altered. The ditional treatments of turbulent transport phelatter part of this explanationwas given by Lin nomena.However, Corrsin did not attempt to
[1959]. There are other ways of explainingthis estimate the spatial structure of the velocitymaintained temperature distribution, all stem- temperature correlation or the temperatureming from the stipulated isotropy and homo- temperature correlation. His analysis is regeneityof the field (note that the characteristics stricted to stationary, isotropicturbulence.He
of this flow depend only on the temperature also assumedlocal isotropy of the temperature
gradient, which is uniform throughoutthe field field. Moreover, he arrived at his resultswith
--not on the temperature, since an incompres- the speculative hypothesis (due to Taylor
siblefluid has been stipulated), but the explana- [1935] ) that turbulent and moleculartransport
tion given above is the most elegant.Figure 1 is processesare statistically independent; later
a schematic diagram of Corrsin's model, in work has shown that the two processesare not
which the tracks of two fluid particles (which independent[Saffman,1960]. Thus the theoretihappen to crossthe same observationpoint at cal problem is by no means completelysolved.
different times) are shown.This pair of tracks The temperature-gradientvector in this model
is representativeof the fact that all the fluid give the statistical aspectsof the temperature
particles after a long period of time or for a and temperature-velocitycorrelation fields an
large number of realizations can be paired in axisymmetrical nature. Melese [1954] worked

isotropy,andlineartemperatureprofile[Corrsin,
1952], for it ensuresthat, for every fluid particle arriving with an excessof temperature to a
particular point, there is an equal probability
that a fluid particle will arrive with an equal
defect of temperature, and the mean tempera-

this manner: crossingthe heating plane at equal
distances from

the mean streamline

at which

they ultimately meet. In the analysis of this
I

IMAGINARY HEATING PLANE

UNHEATED

TURBULENT

out the simplifications of the governing equations due to axisymmetry.He applied his work
to the uniform gradient transport model and
calculatedthe heat transfer (one-point) correlation for the restricted case of negligibleconvective acceleration terms in a nondecaying
isotropicturbulence.
A complete solution of the linearized case
(heat transferin isotropicturbulenceduringthe

final periodof decay) wasworkedout by Dunn
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and Reid [1958]. Their resultsgive a complete
Eulerian descriptionof the velocity-temperature
spatial correlationand also the two-point temperature correlation.This informationis valuable in approachingthe more important problem of transport in a fully turbulent medium,

SYMPOSIUM

ON TURBULENCE

that is.,where the nonlinear terms are operating.
Since a satisfactory theory does not exist, experimentslike those reported here are required.
3. Preseni p•'ojec• objectives. The aims of
this project were (1) to see how well this ideal
model with turbulent transport could be approximated in the laboratory; (2) to investigate the turbulent production of temperature
fluctuation, especially the development of a
quasi-asymptoticstate, if any; (3) to measure
the heat transfer correlation coefficient; (4) to
measure the spatial structure of some of the
pertinent correlations,in particular to ascertain
what range of eddy size transportsmost of the
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L•boratory model œorthe study of turbulent transport.

lengths (M, mesh length = 1 inch). Actually
the uniform temperature gradient was found to
4. The experiment. The main featuresof the be maintained to 140 mesh lengths except for
test section in which the turbulent transport the encroachmentof the thickening boundary
flow model was created is shown schematically layers. These mean temperature measurements
in Figure 2. A large initial advantageaccruesto were madewith a rake of 11 thermocouples
with
the selectionof a grid-generatedturbulence as 1-inch spacing. Check measurementsmade in
the basicflow pattern, becausemeasurementsin between the positionsshown in Figure 3 indithis flow have played an important role in an- cated that the profiles were not far from the
swering basic questionsabout turbulence dy- straight line on the graphs.
If the heating of the air in this test sectionis
namicsand hencea great deal of information is
available [Batchelor, 1956; Hinze, 1959]. The to serveonly as a passiveattribute, the heating
popularityof this flowis dueto its homogeneity should not alter the turbulence dynamics.Figin directions lateral to the flow, approximate ure 4 provides evidence indicating that the
homogeneityin the flow direction,and approxi- heating did not alter the longitudinal velocity
mate isotropic properties. Moreover, the uni- fluctuationsin addition to showinghow uniform
form mean flow and low turbulence levels per- these fluctuations are across the test section
mit relatively reliable turbulencemeasurements. (the waves in the traverse curves indicate the
Figure 3 indicates the successachieved in small amount of residual unevenness due to the
heating the air to a uniform temperature gradi- fact that the turbulence field is generatedby
ent and its ability to maintain itself to 72 mesh the rods of the grid which are spaced I inch
energy.
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apart). A singlehot wire respondsto both velocity and temperature fluctuations, and the
ratio of the responsesvaries with the overheat
(temperature rise above ambient) of the wire.
As is indicated in Figure 4, with the small
amount of temperature fluctuations in the unheatedair the hot-wire responseat an overheat
of 1.0 is proportionalto the longitudinalvelocity
fluctuationsto within I per cent. However,the
increasedtemperature fluctuation in the heated
air increasesthe responseof the hot wire. Calculationsusing the level of velocity and temperature fluctuations from independent measurements and the sensitivities

of the hot wire

showthat any alteration of the velocity fluctuations due to heating the air is quite small. The
designation'H.P. no. 201' refers to the heating
programnumber.Heating programis the phrase
usedto denotethe set of voltagesappliedto the
heating elements in the rods to achieve a desired temperature distribution.
The fact that

the difference of the two re-

sponsecurves in Figure 4 is not uniform across

the test sectionis due to the nonuniformityof
the temperature fluctuationsat this streamwise
station. This aspectof the flow is demonstrated
more clearlyin Figure 5. Thesecurvesare representative of the developmentof the temperature

fluctuations

tribution of rms temperaturefluctuationis due
to the competingprocesses
of decay and production; (4) the decayof the temperaturefluctuation is proportionalto the level of temperature fluctuation [Mills, Kistler, O'Brien, and
Corrsin, 1958]; (5) the rate of production of
temperature fluctuation (which is roughly a
function of the local temperaturegradient) is
constantacrossthe test section; (6) the resultant tendencyis for the temperaturefluctuation
distributionto approachhomogeneityacrossthe
test section, as can be seen in Figure 5. The
irregularitiesin these curvesare due to imperfectionsin the experimentalsituation: the air
entering the open-endwind tunnel had its own
temperature distribution,which was subject to
slow nonuniformchanges,and the air heating
system did not have sufficient finenessof con-

trol to permit precisefinal temperaturedistributionsto be obtained.Althoughthe rms temperature fluctuation (0') distributionat x/M -- 102
in Figure 5 shows evidence of having been
formed by the presenceof the temperature
gradient, the middle part is still decreasingfrom
the measurementsupstream. The ambiguity
shown here was also found in a similar set of

measurements,and it was decidedto extend the
test section another 40 mesh lengths to obtain
more evidenceon the developmentof tF.
Figure 6 shows the results of measurements
farther downstream.0' at x/M = 140 has in-

creasedover the distributionin the y direction,
and it was concludedthat the production of
temperaturefluctuationdue to the presenceof
the meantemperaturegradientwas playing the
dominant role in the developmentof the flow
betweenx/M = 102 and 140.
However,at thesedistancesfrom the grid the
velocity fluctuation becomeslow and the boundMEAN

DEVELOPMENT
OF TEMPERATURE
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2

DISTRIBUTION
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cm
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in the streamwise direction.

/

The explanationof this development
may be as
follows: (1) the rms temperature fluctuation
producedin the wake of a heated rod is pro-
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portional to the mean temperature rise of that
rod;

(2)

when the turbulence has become

•

homogeneous,
the rms temperaturefluctuation
would be approximately linear acrossthe test
section; (3) the changein the initial linear dis-
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be obtained with the use of a high-resistance
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requirementof a low wire current so that the
responseof the wire will be negligiblyaffected
by the velocity fluctuation.Sufficientsignalscan
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the decision is made to maintain

the

simple straight arrangementof the wire, high
resistancecannot be attained by increasingthe
wire length indefinitely,becausethe instrument
will increasinglyloseresponseto the small-scale
fluctuation. As a consequence,
finer wire is required, and for some of the measurementsreported in this paper it was necessaryto use the
finest

wire

available:

0.000025-inch

diameter.

Fig. 6.

This wire is preparedby the Wollaston process
and can be obtained from the Sigmund Cohn
ary layers becomethick. In order to improve Co. It is available in two materials: pure plation theseconditionsan additional grid (biplanar, num, and an alloy consistingof platinum with
3/16-inch rods on 1-inch mesh) was placed at
10 per cent rhodium. An additional advantage
x?M -- 72. This secondarygrid, which was not of this fine wire is that its thermal lag is so
heatedin any way, provedto be a great success, small that for the spectral content of the sigbecausebesidesincreasingthe intensity of ve- nals in this experimentthe usual electricalcomlocity fluctuation (making measurementsmore pensationwas not necessary.
reliable) it alsothinned the boundary layers, all
The two-point temperature correlationmeawithout impairing the uniformity of the tem- surements were made with the aid of the switchperature gradient and the 8' distributionsas ing circuitsof the Shapiro and Edwards System.
shownin Figure 7. Final measurementsof the The two-point velocity-temperaturecorrelation
correlations were made at the two stations x/M

measurements

-- 102 and 140 with and without the use of the

ing circuits; these measurementsare more di•cult to make becausethey require an instrument
responseto the lateral velocity fluctuation.This
responseis obtained from the well-known arrangement of two wires mounted in an X array.
The differencein the responseof the two wires
when the instrument is properly made and
mounted is proportional to the lateral velocity
fluctuation and furthermore is independent of
the temperature fluctuation.The two-point ve-

secondarygrid at x/M -- 72. All the measurements were made with a mean air speedof 6.8
m/see and a velocity fluctuation level of the
order of 1 per cent without the secondarygrid
and 2 per cent with the secondarygrid in place.
All the correlation

measurements

were made in

the presenceof 8' of order 0.35øC and a temperature gradient of about 0.25øC/cm. (There
were small variations

in these values for each

measurement,owing to adjustment of the heating.) The grid Reynolds number (UM/v) was
11,500, and the turbulent Reynolds number
(u'•/v) was approximately 30.
5. Hot-wire techniques. The final hot-wire
measurements

were made

with

the Hot-Wire

Anemometer Constant Current System manufactured by Shapiro and Edwards. The techniques used were largely adaptations of the
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methods described in the basic references on the

subject [Kovasznay, 1954; Corrsin, 1949; Morkovin, 1956]. The measurementof temperature
fluctuation of small magnitude with the hot
wire (for this applicationthe 'hot wire' is really
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locity-temperaturecorrelationmeasurementwas
made with the X probe and a third wire
mountedon a secondprobedesignedto respond
solelyto the temperaturefluctuation.The sec-

in a seriesof graphsstartingwith Figure8. Figure 8 is a composite
of the two-pointcorrelations
found with a uniformlyheatedgrid, and with a
grid heatedto producea temperaturegradient--

ond probe was traversedto obtain the spatial in the latter case both for traverse along and
correlationgraphs.
The correlation measurements were consider-

normal to the direction of the temperature

ably simplifiedby makingthe appropriatemea-

gradient (appearsas vertical and horizontal,respectively,in Fig. 8). Interestingly,the corre-

surementsto permit the direct determinationof

lation

a dimensionless
coel•cient.This techniqueobviated the necessityof calibratingall the wires

methodsof heatingthe air; it was surprisingto
find that they differedlittle for traversing along
and normal to the gradient in the temperature
gradient heated air. The expectationwas for a
significantdifferencedue to the bias introduced
by the presenceof the temperature gradient.

used in the correlation measurements. The dimensional value of the correlation can be obtained from the dimensionless coefiqcient and

separate measurementsof v' (rms lateral velocity fluctuation) and (•'. The measurementsof (•'

curves were almost identical

for both

The two full curves shown in Figure 8 are an

were donewith the usualcalibrationprocedures.
The limitation of experimentaltime prevented
the perfecting of the X-probe technique.The
X probesusedproduceda vibration of approximately 1500 cps in the flow. Fortunately the
significant'energy'in the velocity and temperature fluctuations

at the air flow used is below

1000 cps,so that a simplesolutionwas possible
since the unwanted 1500-cpssignal could be
filtered out. However,the resultingresponsedid
lose 'information'

about the small-scale fluctua-

tion, and this fact is reflectedin the velocitytemperature spatial correlationgraphs.
6. The

two-point temperature correlation

measurements.

These measurements are shown

Fig. 9.

Comparative two-point temperature correlations.
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indicationof the reproducibilityof these data
with our experimentalarrangement.

ized theory showsa considerablylarger difference between the two; the one normal to the
A comparisonof these measurementswith the gradient has a negative portion that has a
correlations
obtainedby Mills, Kistler, O'Brien, minimum of --0.13. Comparedwith the Dunn
and Corrsin[1958]is shownin Figure9. They and Reid calculatedcorrelations,the present
made thesemeasurements
with a biplanargrid measurementsshowslight differencebetweenthe
consistingof horizontal and vertical heating two correlations.The similarity between the
rods, 1/{ inch in diameterand with M = 1 correlationmeasurementsmight be the maniinch. The consistencyin the progressionof festationof the moreactivemixingin the gridthe correlationcurvestowardthe limiting case producedturbulenceas comparedwith the 'inof the Gaussian(theoreticalresult) [Corrsin, finitesimal' fluctuations in the linearizod model
1951]supportsthe validity of the measurements. of turbulencedealt with by Dunn and Reid.
7. The two-point velocity-temperaturecorreXo/M (Xo is the microscaleassociated
with the
two-point temperature correlations)is 0.43 for lations. Graphsof the two-pointvelocity-temthe correlationobtainedby traversealongthe peraturespatialcorrelationsare shownin Figures
gradient and 0.38 for the traverse normal to the 11 and 12. The velocity referred to here is algradient (from Fig. 8). Extrapolation of the waysthe velocitycomponentalongthe gradient.
Mills data showsa Xo/M = 0.40 at the same It is this componentthat is associatedwith the
streamwise station.
turbulent transportof heat. Figure 11 singles
All the two-point temperature correlation
measurementsthat were made are presentedin
TABLE 1. Integral Scales(Lo/M) for the
Figure 10. In thesedata, the abscissa
waskept
Two-Point TemperatureCorrelations(Fig. 10)
in dimensional
units rather than normalizingby
Traverse
Traverse Normal
the respectivemicroscales,
the determinationof
X/M
along Gradient
to Gradient
which is subjectto error. That the data show a
definite trend for higher correlationsfor the
102
0.69
0.55
traverse along the gradient is reflectedby the
140
0.69
0.54
integral scalespresentedin Table 1. The differ102'
0.69
0.59
encebetweenthe correlationsalongand normal
140'
0.72
0.65
to the gradientagrees,in tendency,with the resultsof Dunn and Reid. However,their linear* With secondarygrid at X/M = 72.
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tions of the microscale cannot be expected.
8. Other measurements. An experiment was
performedin whichfor a givenheatingprogram

U: {58 meters/sec.

•, o•

the total powerto the grid wasvaried.The re-

X/M=,02

sults are shownin Figure 13. The curve in the
o.e•
left-hand graph is probably due to heat loss
0.4• '•' •W, ALONG
GRADIENTfrom the grid at the rod ends.The nonzerointer-
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Fig. 11.
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Two-point velocity-temperature correlations.

out the pair of correlations
(traversealongand
normal to the gradient) measuredat x/M -102 without the use of the secondarygrid. This
pair showsthe essentialcharacteristics
of the
correlationsas measuredin this experiment.The
scatter of the measurementsis largely due to

temperaturegradient in the unheatedair. The
right-hand curve showsthat, up to the magnitude of temperaturegradient achievedon the
two days of the test, O' was proportionalto the
magnitudeof the temperaturegradient,dT/dy.
This lincarity appearsto be excellentproof of
the passivityof the temperaturefluctuationfor
this level of heating. These data accurately determine the ratio O'/(dT/dy). However, full understandingof the processesinvolved in the
establishmentof the temperature fluctuationrequiresmeasurements
of the development
of these
fluctuations

in the streamwise

direction.

Such

information is given in Figures 5 and 6, but
another method of measurementgave the results
days with different wires.
An interestingcomparisoncan be made with shownin Figure 14. These graphs showa genthe graphsin Figure 11. Thesecurvesresemble eral rise of the mean square temperature flucthe two-point velocity correlationsin isotropic tuation in the streamwise direction along the
turbulence [Batchelor, 1956, p. 48; Hinze, 1959, mean streamline in the center of the test section
p. 150]. The similarity between the velocity- with an air flow heated to a temperature graditemperatureand doublevelocity (all velocities ent. The full curve and the dashed curve are
in the direction of the gradient) correlations plotted on differentscales,which is requiredbeseems reasonable inasmuch as the one-point cause of the variability of conditions in the
temperature-velocity correlation coefficient is wind tunnel on different days. The decayof the
relatively high, approximately 0.5; the mea- mean square temperature fluctuation with a
surementsof this quantity will be presentedin uniformly heated grid is also shown in this
graph. Comparisonof the graphs showsthe
the next section. The Dunn a•,d Reid [1958]
dominantrole playedby the temperaturegradicalculations for these correlations show similar
resultsexcept that the correlationin the direc- ent in producingtemperaturefluctuation.These
tion normal to the gradient has a more pro1.0
nouncednegative correlation region: the maxilnum negative correlation is --0.13.
0.8
Figure 12 showsall the velocity-temperature
X/M W,
ALONGTO
{;,NORMAL
GRADIENT
GRADIENT
correlation measurements.They exhibit some
•o 2
o.6
140 (not taken)
ß
scatter, but most of the data points show a sys102 #
a
ß
tematic variation along the lines displayed in
140 •'
v
ß
0.4
Figure 11. Table 2 presentsthe integral scales
obtained from faired curves through the data
0.2
plotted in Figure 12. As was mentionedin the
commentson hot-wire technique,the oscillation
o
3
4
5
6
7
8
introducedby the X probe required attenuation
(CENTIMETERS)
-0.2
of the high frequencies,and consequentlythe
the fact that the data were obtained over two

structure

of the

correlation

curves

for

small

SOl)at:dionis lnuch too fiat and reliable dcduc-

Fig. 12. Two-point velocity-temperature correlations.
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TABLE 2. Integral Scales(L;7/M) for the
Two-Point Velocity-Temperature
Correlations (Fig. 12)
Traverse

Traverse

Normal

X/M

along Gradient

to Gradient

102

1.00

140

(not taken)

0.46

102'
140'

0.83
1.01

0.40
0.52
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is the rms velocity (componentalong the
gradient) fluctuations.

c• is the molecularthermaldiffusivity= K/
pc• = 0.21 cm2/secfor air.
Usingthe valuesreportedabove, O'/(dT/dy) =
1.41 cm from Figure 13 and v' = (0.0078) (680)

0.44

cm/secfrom measurement
yieldsK•,/K = 17
at x/M = 102 without the secondarygrid in
the wind tunnel. This value is about• of that
obtained by interpolating the data of Uberoi

* With secondary grid at X/M

and Corrsin far behind a line source of heat at

= 72.

comparablex/M and Rx [Uberoiand Corrsin,
1953, Fig. 38]. It is surprisingthat turbulence
characteristicsof this flow are especiallyinter- of such low intensity is such an effective transestingwhen it is recognizedthat Corrsin'stheory
port agent.
suggeststhat interpretation of these data with
The importantratio K•,/K can be seento be
Lagrangian scalesmight be fruitful (see section

the productof RW and a dimensionless
quantity

12).

A quantity of prime interest in this work is
the coefficient of correlation between the fluctua-

tions of the velocity componentalongthe gradient and the temperature fluctuations at the
same point, the 'heat transfer correlation.'As
was pointed out in section5, this measurement
is the most difficult

of those encountered

in our

that has the form of a P•clet number, since

O•/(dT/dy) is a length.If this ratio is smallthe
molecular diffusion influencesthe total transport

in a turbulent flow; if it is large the total transport is expectedto be largely independentof
molecularprocesses
[Saffman, 1960]. The interaction of molecular and turbulent processesis
only partially understood,and it appearsthat
the present experimentalmodel with the pos-

work. Consequently within the spirit of the
pilot project there was only sufficienttime for sibility of variationof the ratio K•/K might be
a few measurementsof this type--not enough a useful tool for further investigation of this
for a precise determination. The most reliable interaction phenomenon.
determination yields a heat transfer correlation
10. The development
o[ the mean squaretemcoefficient of
perature fluctuation. A conservationequation
R;7 -

for the meansquaretemperaturefluctuation,02,

0.48

can be obtained from the equation for the
conservationof thermal energy [Corrsin, 1952a]'
9. The ratio of 'eddy' to molecular thermal equation 1 with F consideredto be temperature.
conductivity. With the measurements
presented The generalequationfor 0• can be specialized
above, it is possibleto calculate the ratio of for application to the flow under discussionby
effective or 'eddy' thermal conductivity in the consideringa steady-state flow with a nonturbulent flow to the molecular thermal convaryingmeanflow, U, orientedin the x direction,
ductivity. As a consequenceof the definitions and assuminghomogeneityin the direction of
involved this ratio can be expressedas follows: the heating rods (z direction). The specialized
equation becomes

These measurements were •nade at x/M

K•,

K-

pep•/(dT/dy)

K

= 102.

Rj7v'
O'

= m(dT/dy)(2)

__

002

where

K,
K
p
C•

is eddy thermal conductivity.
is molecularthermal conductivity.
is the density of the fluid.
is the specificheat of the fluid.

vO is the heat transfer correlation.

(a)

+

(b)

(oo
(d)

o'oh

Oy ]
(e)

(c)

-

o--

o

•xxuO- •
(D

vO

(g)

R7; is the heat transfercorrelationcoefficient. The significanceof eachterm to the conservation
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Fig. 13. Temperature fluctuation versus temperature gradient at a point.
of the fluctuation

can be considered to be the

rate varied from a minimum

of 0.13 to a maxi-

following' (a) mean flow convectionor growth;
(b) productionfrom the mean temperaturefield

mum of 0.26 (øC)•'/sec acrossthe test section.
11. Comparison o[ the experiment and the

(alwayspositive); (c) decay through molecular
action on the local temperature gradients
(always negative); (d) and (e) moleculartransport in the presenceof secondgradientsof 02;
([) and (g) turbulenttransportof 02.
Homogeneity in the y direction, which is
approximatelyrealizedin this experiment,makes

theoretical

terms (e) and (g) vanish. The changesin the
streamwisedirection are small enough so that
terms (d) and ([) are negligiblecomparedwith
the remainingterms'

dx-

20•)
•y -- •OXi
•Xi

(4)

If it is assumedthat the temperaturefluctuation
field is locally isotropic(and the resultsof the

models

for the

ture of this flow permitsthe sameapproximaU:
6 8 meters/see
HP 207

suchan hypothesisreasonable),the decayterm
can be simplifiedto the form--12 a(O2/Xo•)

.IO

[cf. Corrsin, 1951].

.08

of 0.14 (øC)•ø/secin the streamwisedirection.
The graphs in Figure 6 give measurementevidenceon the averagegrowth rate betweenx/M
= 102 and 140. Excludingthe top region,which
is probably influencedby boundary-layerfluctuations, these data indicate that the growth

Theoretical

study of turbulent flow usually considerfluids of
constant density, and this was assumed in
Corrsin's [1952a] investigation.In a real fluid,
however, there will be density fluctuation associated with the temperature fluctuation,and it
is important to determine the significanceof
this aspectof the flow in the wind tunnel.
One effect of the density fluctuationsis to
causebuoyancy forces, and the questionarises
whether these forces affect the energy content
of the turbulent motion. If the heatingis to be
passive,the 'buoyant' energy should be small
comparedwith the other energyterms. The na-

measurementsof the spatial correlationsmake

Usingthe measurements
of this experimentit
is foundthat the productionterm hasthe magnitude 0.42 (øC)'ø/sec,and the decayterm 0.28
(øC)'ø/sec.
Thesevaluespredict a growthrate

model.
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Fig. 14. Development of mean squaretemperature fluctuation

in streamwise direction.
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tions as were employedby Townsend[1958],
and hencehis turbulent energy equation can be
appliedherein the form specialized
for this flow'
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equalto (v'/U) L•. L• is the Lagrangianlateral

velocityintegral scalein the x directionwhichis
derived from the true Lagrangian time correlation by applicationof Taylor's hypothesis.
The above two equations agree with the
p
relationship afforded by the Eulerian equation
for 0•'whena - 0 (seeequation4). The identity
[Ou
gof the Lagrangian and Eulerian results for this
caseis an important aspectof Corrsin'sinvestiThe new symbols introduced in this equation gation. However, as equation 6 shows,02 will
are'
constantlygrow--the consequence
of considering
a fluid with zero moleculardiffusivity. Therefore
q• -- u, u,, proportionalto turbulentkinetic the heat transfer correlation coefficient for this

U•x
• -1• )
d(«•)+ •xx
d(«q2u
-

ax

Ox/+

energy.

case has an asymptotic value of zero, since Ov
doesreach a finite asymptote.
g = gravitational acceleration.
For a real fluid with finite moleculardiffusivity
the temperature fluctuation will decay and the
'Buoyancy' energy is representedby the third
rate of decay will increasewith increasing •2.
term • the right. The correlationis negative,
Hence an equilibrium will be reached between
which meansthat the density fluctuationsdrain
the production and decay of •. This balance
energy from the turbulent energy. The flow is
and the assumption of isotropy permitted
hotter and lighter on top and the turbulent
Corrsin [1952a]to arrive at an expressionfor the
motion is partly correlated with the density
asymptoticlevel of
fluctuations,so that energy is required to drive
lighter blobsof fluid down againstthe action of
0•' = --(k•/6a) Ov(dT/dy)
(8)
gravity and to drive heavier blobs up also
Now it is possibleto obtain a finite result for
against the action of gravity.
the
asymptoticRy• by invoking the argument
The dominant term in equation 5 for gridthat
the turbulent and molecular processesare
generated turbulence [Corrsin, 1952b] is the
second viscous decay term on the right-hand statistically independent.The result is
p =

pressure.

side, which for approximationpurposescan be
written --15 y u2/X•', the result for isotropic
turbulence.For quantities characteristicof the
flow described in this work it is found that the

'buoyancy'energy drain is only 1.5 per cent of
the viscous decay term. This supports the
empirical check (mentioned earlier) on the
passivity of the thermal tagging.
The variation of the physical properties of
the medium with temperature can seriously

affect the analysisof turbulence[Tritton, 1961].
A detailedstudy of thesematters as they pertain
to the theory and measurementsin the model
describedin this work might be useful.
12. Comparison
o• resultswithprevious
findings.
Corrsin's [1957] analysis yields the following
asymptoticresults for the nondecayingturbulent flow of a fluid with no molecular diffusivity'

R• = Ov/O'v
'= (6(•œ/v')•o•)
1/•

(9)

Some of the steps of the above analysis can
be comparedwith the resultsof the measurements
of this experiment.Figures8, 9, and 10 provide
supporting evidence for the assumption of
isotropy of the temperature fluctuation. Figure
14 indicates a tendency for 0• to reach an
asymptoticlevel, but the fact that the measurements deal with a decaying turbulence complicates this comparison.If, for a first approximation, the expressionsderived by Corrsin for a
nondecaying turbulence are applied to the
decayinggrid-generatedturbulence,the measurements in the experiment can be interpreted by
taking accountof the variation of the quantities
appearing in Corrsin's expressionsaccording to
their known behaviorin the decayingturbulence.
To elucidate the above statement consider

__

U(dO2/dx)
= 2v'œ(dT/dy)
2
Ov- --v'œ(dT/dy)

(6)
(7)

œ is a transverse Lagrangian scale which is

Uberoi and Corrsin [1953] and also Townsend

[1954] found that this quantity becameasymptotically constant in the diffusion from a line
source in grid-generated turbulence. The same
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behavioris expectedin the presentexperiment,
since the physical processesdetermining 0v in
the line sourceexperimentand in the turbulent
flow heated to uniform temperature gradient are
similar. Equation 7 can be applied to the gridgeneratedturbulenceeven though it was derived
for a nondecayingturbulence by employingthe

curves for temperature gradient heating would
have to extrapolatebacklinearlyto an intercept

relation

that with the presentmethodof heatingthe air
other processes(in addition to the one under
study) are involved for a goodpart of the test
section.Thereforean asymptoticstate couldnot

for the streamwise

variation

for v• in

the initial period of decay behind a grid. In
addition

it is assumed that

œ varies as other

onthex/M axisat approximately
xo/M = 10 in
accordance with the behavior of X in the initial

period of decay [Batchclot,1956]. These diserepaneiesare not surprising, since the considerations discussed above in section 4 showed

scalesin the turbulence.Then the product
is expected to remain constant in the initial become manifest until measurements were made
period of decay of the turbulence,and hence
farther downstream.Such a prospectis not
as indicated by (7) is also expected to remain promising,becausethe asymptotictemperature
constant.
fluctuationstate envisagedhere dependson the
Another method, employinga more sophisti- maintenanceof the initial period of decay, and
cated analysis,yields the same result' Ovcan be the presentmeasurements
were made up to the
consideredequal to
limit of this regionwhenthe secondarygrid was
not used.Unfortunately,measurements
far downstream of the secondarygrid have not been
dy
made as yet.
A fundamental componentof the relations
[Corrsin,1952a],and it has beenshown[Batchelor
derived
by Corrsin is the Lagrangianvelocity
and Townsend,1956], with the aid of a selfpreservationhypothesisemploying velocity and integral scale.This quantity has not been ditime scalevariationsin the flow, that (d/dO y2 rectly measured. Measurement by the indirect
approachesa constant in the initial period of method of using the heated wake from a line
decay. y2 is the mean square dispersionof a sourceperpendicularto the directionof flow has
fluid particle, and this argumentis applicablein been reported by Uberoi and Corrsin [1953].
They followed Taylor in assumingthat in the
so far as the moleculardiffusionis negligible.
Expression8, with the interpretationoutlined decayinggrid-generatedturbulencethe Lagranabove, suggeststhat the asymptotic variation of gian correlationcoefficientis only a function of
0•' would be a linear increase with x, if k•
behavesas it does behind the uniformly heated
• =
•
dx
grid [Mills, Kistler, O'Brien, and Corrsin,1958].
A consequence
of this transformationis the preIn fact, using the relation from this case,k • %,/2a/v
X,andtheempirical
relation
X'-= (10•,/ diction that for long diffusiontimes the mean
U)(x -- Xo), which has been found for the squaredispersionis proportionalto V, which in
initial period of decay of the turbulence, an turn is proportional to (x - Xo)'/'•. However,
alternative calculationfor the growth term ((a) Townsend showed that the data on the diffusion
behind a line source fared better with a variaof equation3) can be made; the result is
tion of mean squaredispersionproportionalto
(x -- Xo). He also indicated that this behavior

is consistentwith the demonstratedsimilarity
and self-preservation
in the initial periodof decay. Nevertheless,Uberoi and Corrsin present
values of the Lagrangiaa scalecomputedfrom
their measurements.
Townsenddid not compute
this quantity, becausehe consideredthat the
growth rate is predictedto be 0.70 (øC)•/sec. influenceof the moleculardiffusiondid not perThis result is much higher than anything mit a dear interpretation of his data in this
measured. The d•ta of Figure 14 also disagree manner.
An alternative approachto the determination
with the notionsexpressedabove, becausethe •2

Of course,the above growth rate is appropriate
to the asymptotic state, whereas the growth
term previously discussed(section 10) is appropriateto the flow beforethe asymptoticstate
is reached. Using the relation above and the
samedata discussed
in section10, the asymptotic
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of the Lagrangian integral scale is to relate it
theoretically to the Eulerian scale,which is directly measurable.A complete relation has not
been described,but Deissler [1959] has shown
in an ad hoc way that Lagrangian correlations
are approximatelyequalto Eulerian correlations
in low-Reynolds-numberturbulence.His calculations based on this assumption are in fair
agreement with the Uberoi-Corrsin measure-
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behinda line sourcein grid-generatedturbulence
were made by Uberoi and Corrsin [1953] and
also by Townsend[1954].The asymptoticvalues
of this quantity when interpolatedto the grid

Reynoldsnumber (UM/r) usedin this experi-

ment were found to be 45 and 38, respectively.
Theseresultsare considerablydifferent from the
value of 17 found in this work. The assumption
that the level of heating was not much higher
fments.In viewof the lack of accurateinforma- in the other experiments leaves two possible
tion about Lagrangian scales it appears that explanationsfor the differencein turbulent transuseful calculationscould be made of this quan- port. First of all, as has beenpointedout above,
tity from the measurementsand theories de- there is goodevidencethat the transportmecha-

nism in the presentexperimenthad not reached
an asymptotic state. Therefore the appropriate
Corrsin's[1952a]work. The basic estimate,from transport value for comparison purposes is
equation7 andthe definitionof R;7 = vS/v'8•, is probably larger. Second,the mean temperature
profile downstreamof a line sourceis Gaussian,
and hence at any point in the flow there are
higher-orderderivatives.It is well known that,
when the scale of the transporting mechanism
Using the measuredvalued of R;7 - 0.48 and is of the order of the scales associated with the
8•/(dT/dy) = 1.41 cm (Fig. 13), the computed
shape of a mean distribution, higher-order
value of œ is 0.68 cm, or œ/M = 0.27. This is derivatives can increasethe total transport.
in surprisingagreementwith the data of Uberoi
The work of Dunn and Reid [1958] yielded
and Corrsin [1953].
results relevant to this discussion.They conA secondaryestimate for œ can be made from
sidered a uniform temperature gradient in a
a combination of equations 7 and 8:
decayingisotropic turbulence of an incompressible fluid. The analysis was carried out by
(•:•) neglectingthe triple correlationterm in the
equationfor the doublevelocity correlation.In
UsingX• = 1.1 cm (Fig. 8) and v' = 5.3 cm/sec, addition the spectral distribution of the correlawhich was obtained by measurement, this tion quantitieswas taken to be the product of
relation givesœ -- 0.39 cm, or œ/M = 0.15. the exponentialdecay terms (the result of the
This calculation is probably incorrect, because linearizodequations)and the low-wave-number
it is derived by equating the production and behavior of the general spectral distribution.
decay of temperaturefluctuation. The discussion The low-wave-number behavior is obtained as
scribed in this work.

An

estimate

of œ can be

obtained

œ-- R•(dT/dy)

from

(11)

œ-6-vaXo(dT/dy)/

in section 10 showed that

in the measurement

a consequence
of the analytical propertiesof

the spectral functions in the vicinity of zero
wave number. This approach is appropriate to
the final period of decay of the velocity and
temperature fluctuations, because after long
decay times (large t) the exponential terms
(exp --•k•-t, cxp --akst, wherek is wave number)
term; the resultis œ - 0.79 cm, or œ/M - 0.31. dominatethe form of the high-wave-numberend
Uberoi and Corrsin list the following results of the spectrabut the low-wave-number
behavior
for a 1-inch-mesh
grid and meanflowof 7.8 m/s: persists.
The analysis shows the following results
with the linesourceat x/M - 43.4,œ/M - 0.33
and the Eulerianintegralscaleis L/M - 0.28; (using Taylor's hypothesisthat x - Ut to get
with the line sourceat x/M - 86.1,œ/M -- 0.23 the resultsin a form that can be comparedwith
the observationsin the grid-generatedturbuand L/M - 0.39.
Measurementsof K7,/K in the heatedwake lence):

region the production and decay were not
balancedand there was a growth of temperature
fluctuation. If in equation 4 an average rate of
growth, as determinedby the measurements,is
used, the Lagrangian scale can be calculated
from the computed value of the production
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2•

X-5/2

••

X--3/2

The first result is a well-known one for turbulence

of severalinterestingquantitiesby the extension
of establishedhot-wire techniques.
The two-point temperature correlation measurementsbehavedas might have beenpredicted
on the basis of previous measurementsin a
uniformly heated flow except that correlations
of temperaturesat two pointsalongthe direction
of the temperaturegradienthad a larger integral
scale than the correlations along a normal to
the temperature gradient direction. This difference, which is the manifestationof the axisymmerry of the temperaturefluctuationfield due
to the presenceof the temperature gradient, is
not large on a relative basisor as comparedwith
the computedresult of a final period analysis.
The two-point velocity-temperaturecorrela-

in the final period of decay; this problem was
studied completely by Loitsiansky [1939]. The
secondresult contrasts with the result [Corrsin,
1951] for isotropic temperature fluctuation in
the final period of decay, which is 02 -• x-3•'.
Evidently the presenceof the uniform temperature gradient retards the decay of the temperaturefluctuationin the final period.However,
the measurementsin the initial period of decay
showedthat the temperature gradient causeda
tions in the two traverse directions showed a
net increasein temperature fluctuation.
Althoughthis report doesnot includemeasure- larger difference,but again not as large as the
ments of the streamwisevariation of 0v, the result of the analysiswith lincarized equations.
data of Townsend[1954] and also of Uberoi and

None

of the correlation

measurements

varied

Corrsin[1953]showedthat this quantity reached muchfor the two streampositionsx/M -- 102
an asymptotewhereit no longervaried. Similar and 140 or with and without the additional
behavioris expectedin grid-generatedturbulence mixinggrid at x/M - 72.
The rms temperature fluctuation at a point
with a uniform temperature gradient. The
differencesbetween the lincarized theory and varied linearly with the mean temperature
the experimentsemphasizes
the differentphysical gradient. This fact was the best experimental
situations involved in the two kinds of turbuverificationof the passivityof the heating.
The factors determining the level of mean
lence, and the difference in their effects on
square fluctuation were (1) production of
turbulent transport.
13. Summary and conclusions.It has been fluctuationby the interactionof the turbulence
demonstrated that a basic model of turbulent
and the meantemperaturegradientand (2) decay
transportcan be producedin a wind tunnel with of the fluctuation by the action of molecular
the device of controlled heating at the mixing transport on the local gradient of the temgrid. The temperature fluctuationsin this flow perature fluctuation. It is expected that the
are 3 to 4 times higher in rms for temperature decay term is proportional to 02, while the
gradient heating than for uniform heating with production term will reach a constant magnithe same input of heating power. Moreover, it tude quickly. However, the decay term is also
has been shownthat the 'buoyant' energy drain inversely proportional to k• 2, which may be
due to densityfluctuationsis 1.5 per cent of the proportional to (x -- x0) if it behaves as it
energy drain due to viscousdissipationin this does with uniform heating. The consequence
experimentalflow. Hence, the heating servesas of these factors is that 02 tends toward an
a taggingmethodwith small dynamic alteration asymptotic constant rate of increasebecauseof
of the flow, and the experimentapproachesthe the growth of the scaleof the decayingturbulence
conceptualmodel of turbulent transport of a (see the Appendix). The measurementsshow a
passiveattribute (with the possibleexceptionof continual increase of 02, but they were not
the effect of the temperature variation of fluid sufficientlyextensiveto prove or disprove the
above prediction on a quantitative basis.
properties).
__

__

These results were achieved with a maximum

The

heat

transfer

correlation coefficient,

Or/O'v' was found to be 0.48 from measurements
section and a linear decrease to no rise near the
at one point in the flow.
bottom. The temperature fluctuations in this
The ratio of 'eddy' to molecular thermal
flow were large enough to permit measurement conductivity was calculatedto be 17.

temperaturerise of 6øC near the top of the test
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The measurementsin the initial period of wherexo/M -----l0 [Batchelor,
1956,p. ]36]. The
decay of a grid-generated turbulence with solution of this equation is
uniform temperature gradient show significant
differencesfrom the resultsof the analysisof a
4Udy
M
uniform temperature gradient in the final period
of decay.Althoughsomeof the physicalprocesses
(14)
in this experiment are similar to those involved
in the diffusion from a line sourceexperiment,
uniform gradient transport is considereda more The evaluation of the constant C must be made
attractive
flow for basic studies because the
at a point in the flow where the assumptions
gradientis maintainedconstantalongthe stream- leading to equation 13 are valid. The description
wise direction and the flow is homogeneousin of the flow given in section4 indicatesthat such
conditionsdo not beginuntil x/M ---• 100. The
planes perpendicular to the flow direction.
Improvement of the experimentalarrangement measurements show that the second term on the
and apparatus and more extensivemeasurements right side of equation 14 is approximately 10
(especiallyspectralanalyses)alongwith develop- per cent of the other terms and doesnot get to
ment of the combined Lagrangian-Eulerian be 5 per cent until x/M = 350. But this region
analysis introduced by Corrsin [1952a] could is beyond the initial period of decay, and the
increaseour knowledgeof the physicalprocesses decay term no longer has the form used in
equation 13. Therefore the experiment with the
involved in turbulent transport.
single grid cannot be expected to display an
APPENDIX
asymptotic state in which 92 increaseslinearly

Productionand decayo• temperature
fluctuation

with x.

in theinitial period. Another differencebetween
Calculations were made with equation 14 for
Corrsin'smodel and the experimentalflow stems the development of temperature fluctuation
from

the

different

'initial'

conditions

on the

usingthe secondary
grid at x/M = 72. For this

temperature fluctuation. In the model (Fig. 1),
02 is zero at the imaginaryheating plane. The
descriptionof the flow in section4 showedthat,
until the flow developed to the point where
measurementscould be taken, 02 had become
relatively high. This differenceis complicatedby
the fact that the behavior of the decay term

calculation the assumption was made that

xo/M = 82. The resultshowedthat the decay
term was 4 times as great as the production

term at x/M = 102 and wouldbe 30 per cent
of the productionterm at x/M = 182, whereit

m_

differs in the two situations.

is expected that the new initial period of decay
would have its termination.

There is sufficient

It

is evident

that

in order to create a flow

empirical evidence,however, to permit simplifi- with linear increaseof 92 it will be necessaryto
cations of the production and decay terms of designa systemin which the initial 92 will be
equation 4 so that the equation yields a simple close to
solution.

It has been demonstrated [Townsend,1954;
Uberoi and Corrsin, 1953] (section 12) that 0v
reachesa constant value in the initial period of
decay of grid-generatedturbulence. The results
of this experimentshow that for a first approximation the statistical properties of the temperature fluctuation field can be consideredto be
isotropic. If in addition it is assumedthat X0
varies with streamwiseposition as it doesin the
uniform heating experiment [Mills, Kistler,
O'Brien, and Corrsin, 1958], equation 4 can be

50v

4Udy

dx-

OvdT

3

XH-

XO)

where xs is the stream position at which the
turbulence has become homogeneous.If this is
achieved, 02 v2 will be a constant product and

henceR;7 shouldalsoremain the same throughout the initial period of decay.

written

dO•'

dT

0•'

2 Udy 5(x- Xo) (13)
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